INTRODUCTION
This is a study on the fundamental theorem of algebra which belongs to the field of analysis. Hence, I shall proceed to give a proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra by means of analysis.
Some of the powerful mathematical tools of anaj.ysis are applied.
These tools include Cauchy's integral, theorem, the residue theorem, and the zeros of an analytic function inside the unit circle and
Rouche' s theorem.
AU material not pertinent to this discussion has been deleted in order to make for s:implicity in presentation and understanding.
As a result, this proof should provide an interesting study on the fundamental theorem of algebra.
Several proofs of this theorem have been given. However, the first complete proof that solutions exist was given by Gauss in his doctoral thesis in 1799. 
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Hence the nested sequenôe defines a unique complex number such that z0E T~for aU n. Thus~G since T~C. G for each n.
Since f is regLlJ.ar in G, for any~7i~~(() such that
There exists an index no such that T~+i~-/V(z0, S)
for ail n~no. 
